
Active Galactic Nuclei:  
Classification and Unification Model 



Two main themes in modern high-energy astrophysics 
 
 
q  Physics of accretion and ejection in massive black holes 

Needs characterization of the X-ray and γ-ray emission from AGN, hence       
high counting statistics (large effective area) and, possibly, high-
resolution X-ray spectra. 
  

q  Census of SMBHs to “map” the growth of massive structures 
up to high redshifts: AGN/galaxy co-evolution, feedback 
processes, etc.  

Needs large, well-defined samples of AGN, including the most elusive, 
heavily obscured ones, and the first SMBHs to form in the Universe. 
Large source numbers are more important than individual source photon 
statistics, typically very limited (e.g., in deep X-ray surveys). 

 
 
 

in these lessons/lab course 



A brief historical excursus on AGN 



1943 

Class of spiral galaxies with optical emission lines 



1959 

Objects must have very large masses 



1963 

Schmidt et al. (1963; paper on Nature): 3C 273: z=0.158 (vr = 47500 km/s)  
è This object is far away 

Probing not only the nearby Universe 



Rees 1978, 1984 
Lynden-Bell 1969 

 
Energy output not 

explained by stellar 
processes è accretion 

onto compact sources is 
the solution 

 
Variability studies 

support the presence of 
emission coming from 

scall (<<pc; 
1pc≈3.1×1018 cm) 

scales  

How do massive black hole form? 

Gravitational radiation 



The super-massive black hole paradigm 

A super-massive black hole (SMBH) is present in most galaxies  

•  BH mass vs. galaxy bulge luminosity/velocity dispersion have confirmed this 
paradigm over the last 20 years (Magorrian relation; e.g., Gebhardt et al. 2000) 
 
•  The width of the broad emission lines reflects the presence of a deep potential 
 
•  Galaxy mergers/encounters may drive matter to the inner regions, thus 
providing the fuel for the SMBH, but “secular” (smooth) evolution is likely 
fundamental for most active galaxies 



Some AGN global properties 

•   Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are powerful sources of radiation which exist 
in the centre of 1-10% of all galaxies 

•  Galaxies which host an AGN are known as active galaxies 

•  The span of observed AGN luminosities is huge, L≈1040–1048 erg/s 

•  AGN are not always active (duty cycle) 

•  Large variety of properties 

•  Broad-band continuum and wide range in emission-line ionization  

•  Variability on short timescale è inner regions of the AGN implied 

•  The more luminous AGN outshine their host galaxies by factors >1000 

•  AGN are the most luminous long-lived objects in the Universe  



AGN broad band spectral energy distribution 

(host galaxy) 



What powers the AGN 



Powering Active Galactic Nuclei 

(1)  A compact central source 
provides a very intense 
gravitational field. For active 
galaxies, the black hole has MBH 
= 106 - 109 Msun 

(2)  Infalling gas forms an accretion 
disk around the black hole. 

(3) As the gas spirals inward, friction 
heats it to extremely high 
temperatures; emission from the 
accretion disk at different radii 
(T > 104 K) accounts for optical 
through soft X-ray continuum. 

(4) Some of the gas is driven out into 
jets, focused by magnetic fields. 





•  Friction between adjacent layers which converts gravitational potential energy 
of the accreting matter into radiation 
•  Gas in differential rotation, viscosity transports angular momentum outward, 
while matter is driven inward 
•  Multi-color blackbody (MCD) emission=BB from layer at different temperatures 

The accretion disc 
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Annular BB emission 

The accretion disc spectrum: multi-color blackbody 

MBH=10 M¤: 1 keV, 107 K 
MBH=108 M¤: 10 eV, 105 K 



Accretion luminosity and accretion rate 

Accretion luminosity: luminosity released by gravitational energy due to gas falling 
onto a star/compact object with mass M and radius R 
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[cgs system] 
mp=1.7×10-24 g 
M¤=2×1033 g 
σT=6.65×10-25 cm2 

G=6.67×10-8 cm3/g/s2 

“Representative” size for the accretion disc: several gravitational radii 
RG=(G×M)/c2=(6.7×10-8×2×1033)/(9×1020)≈1.5×105 (M/M¤) cm=1.5×1013 cm for a  
“typical” M=108 M¤ black hole   



super-Eddington 
inflow accretion 

ε=0.2 

ε=0.3 

ε=0.1 
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Volonteri & Rees 2006 

   

Larger radiation efficiency ε 
means longer times to achieve a 

given mass  
[tEdd=0.45 Gyr for ε=0.1] 

 
Rapidly spinning BHs might have 

problems because of a 
larger ε 

 
Highest-redshift quasar so far 
spectroscopically identified: 
ULASJ1120+0641, z=7.08, 

MBH≈2×109 M¤ (Mortlock et al. 2011) 

Open issue: time for BH growth at z≈6  

≈700 Myr available 

Possible problems with the mass of the “seed” BHs 

Growth of BHs: trade-off between the gas “converted” into radiation and that accreted 
onto the SMBH  



AGN Taxonomy 



THE AGN ZOO

blazars

quasarsQSOs

Radio galaxies

Seyferts



AGN classification 

Radio-quiet Radio-loud 

Definition based on the relevance of the radio emission wrt. e.g. the optical emission 
[~10% of luminous AGNs are radio loud − R=F(5GHz)/F(opt)>10 (core emission)] 

Seyfert Galaxies (MB>−23 class.) 
Type 1 and Type 2 

 
Quasars (MB<−23) 

Type 1 and Type 2 

Radio Galaxies 
Broad-line radio galaxies (BLRGs) 
Narrow-line radio-galaxies (NLRGs) 

 
Blazars 

BL Lacs 
Optically violently variable quasars 
(OVVs) 

 
Radio-loud Quasars 

Low-ionization nuclear 
emission-line region 
galaxies (LINERS) 

RLQs RQQs 



Broad-band spectral energy distribution of AGN 

Elvis et al. 1994 

Banda X Radio       sub-mm  Infrarosso      ottico   UV 
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IR peak due AGN 
reprocessed radiation by dust  



More complete AGN taxonomy 

3-dimensional classification: spectral type,  
radio properties, and AGN luminosity (still open issues) 

Name Spectral Type? Radio Loud? Luminosity? 
Seyferts 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0 No Moderate 

Quasars 1, 2 No High 

LINERS 1, 2 Yes and No Low 

Broad-line Radio 
Galaxies (BLRGs) 

1 Yes Moderate 

Narrow-line Radio 
Galaxies (NLRGs) 

2 Yes Moderate 

Radio-loud quasars 1, 2 Yes High 

FRIs 1 Yes Low 

FRIIs 1, 2 Yes Low-High 

Blazars 0!!! Yes Low-High 



Ø Type 1 AGN:   
•  broad optical/UV permitted emission lines 

(FWHM~1500-15000 km/s) 
•  narrow (FWHM~500-1000 km/s) 

forbidden lines 
•  Width due to rotational motion around the 

BH è BH mass  
•   n≈109-10 cm-3 (photo-ionized clouds with 

small volume filling factor) 
•  Collisional de-excitation dominates over 

forbidden line emission 
Ø Type 2 AGN:  
•  FWHM permitted and forbidden lines 

almost the same 
•  The forbidden lines, while narrower than 

the permitted ones, are usually broader 
than the emission lines in most starburst 
galaxies 

•  n≈103-5 cm-3 (lower density allows 
forbidden transitions, otherwise electron, 
while moving to a lower state, would pass 
its energy to the e-/atom responsible for 
the collision, hence no energy radiated) Classification (Type 1, Type 2) valid for  

most AGN and vastly related to Unification Scheme 



Seyfert 1 

Seyfert 2 

Composite spectrum of SDSS Type 1 AGN 

Composite spectra of SDSS Type 2 AGN 

Type 1 
AGN  

Type 2 
AGN  

Type 2 AGN easily missed in optical and 
partly in X-ray surveys  
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Seyfert 2 galaxies (Narrow-Line AGN)  
 

•  can be differentiated from normal emission line galaxies 
through the flux ratios of certain emission lines  

•  shape of the underlying ionizing source determines how many 
photons are available to produce particular emission lines 

Kewley et al. (2006) – red line shows extreme starburst, dashed line is 
classification line 



•  Higher luminosity “cousins” of Seyfert galaxies 

•  Thanks to X-ray surveys, also the narrow-line counterparts of local Sey 
2 galaxies (Type 2 quasars) have been detected and studied over the last 
decade 

•  Hosts are typically elliptical galaxies 

RADIO-LOUD QUASARS: similar optical properties but strong radio 
emission  

Broad-line Seyferts 
(QSOs): blue 

continuum 



SDSS BALQSOs from Trump et al. 2006 

Normal quasars viewed at angle along the l.o.s. of intervening, fast-
moving material (radiatively-driven wind from the accretion disc?) 

è Winds providing feedback on the environment surrounding the AGN? 
 

•  High-ionization (HIBAL): Lyα, NV, SiIV, CIV 
•  Low-ionization (LOBAL): AlIII, MgII 

Trump+06 

Velocity outflows of 
thousands km/s up to 
≈50,000 km/s 



•  Broad Line Radio Galaxies: 
–  Emission line widths similar to those in a Seyfert Type 1 
 

•  Narrow Line Radio Galaxies: 
–  Emission line widths similar to those in a Seyfert Type 2 

Radio jets/lobes 



•  Fanaroff & Riley (1974) – FR I 
–  Less luminous, 2-sided jets dominate over radio lobes 

•  FR II 
–  More luminous, edge-brightened radio lobes dominated over 1-sided jet 

(Doppler boosting of approaching jet and deboosting of receding jet) 
–  Efficient to transport energy up to the hot spots, 
     where shocks are produced by the relativistic jet, 

FR I – 3C47 

FR II – 3C449 
“Dividing line” L[178 MHz]≈1025 W/Hz/ster (FR1974) 



•  Sources of high-energy emission (up to TeV), luminous over the entire 
electromagnetic spectrum 

•  Hosts are typically giant elliptical galaxies 

BL LACs: flat and usually featureless (EW<5Å) optical spectrum 
Highly polarized, strong and fast variability 
OVVs: optical spectrum with features  
Even stronger variability than BL Lacs, but lower polarization 



•  Sources characterized by narrow, low-ionization emission lines 

•  Weak non-thermal continuum 

•  Emission due to either AGN (of low luminosity) or shocks/winds from a  
starburst 

•  Hosts are typically spirals 

LINER: [OIII]/Hβ less prominent  
than in Sey 2 

Strong [OI]6300Å  and [NII]6548,6583Å 
 

Host galaxy may contribute significantly in 
the optical band in both 



AGN Unification 



A classical Sey 2 galaxy (NGC1068) observed in polarized light showed a Sy1-like polarized 
spectrum, a featureless continuum with high polarization and position angle perpendicular to the 
radio jet. The observed properties could be explained by reflection of an hidden BLR into the 
line of sight, the scattering source being composed of hot electrons rather than dust grains. 

A milestone in AGN unification (I) 

Antonucci & Miller 1985 



Hidden Type 1 AGNs in Type 2 AGN (but not in all) 
→  Spectropolarimetry revealing Type 1 AGN in at least  
         some Type 2 AGNs 
→  Polarised emission is scattered light that is hidden  
         from direct view 

NGC1068: Type 1 in polarised light 

NGC1068: Type 2 in direct light 

NGC1068: imaging polarimetry 

A milestone in AGN unification (II) 

TORUS TORUS 

Scattering  
material 

Scattering  
material 

Antonucci & Miller 1985; Antonucci 1993, ARA&A 



AGN TAXONOMY/CLASSIFICATION 

adapted from Urry  
& Padovani 1995 

broad-line region  
(BLR) clouds 

(responsible for the broad 
lines observed in the 

optical) 

narrow-line region  
(NLR) clouds 

(responsible for the narrow 
lines observed in the 

optical) 



From where you observe it might make all the difference ... 



The AGN phenomenon along different line of sights 

Beckmann & Shrader (2012) 
Graphic by Marie-Luise Menzel 
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scattering material in the polar regions allowing 
the view of the central regions even in obscured AGN 



                       Size-scales  
Black-hole:               Rs =3x1011 M6 cm 
Accretion disc:          ~3 – 104  Rs 

Broad Line Region:  ~1-100 light days 
Molecular Torus:      ~1-10 light years 
Narrow Line Region: ~300-3000 ly  
 

AGN Type 1 and 2 Unification  



Kpc scale 

pc scale 

Credit: A. Muller 

A deeper look at the inner regions around the SMBH 



Study of accretion and ejection 
flows around supermassive black 

holes in AGNs 

Hot corona 

Credit: A. Mueller 

Characterise the 
geometry and mode of 
the accretion flow 

Characterise the geometry and 
velocity of the outflow/wind, and 
its impact  on the host galaxy and 
cluster 

Jet 

Characterise the 
particle content, 
geometry and 
velocity of the 
outflow/jet 

A few open issues 



A stratified wind region? 

highly ionized  
“shielding” gas 

UV BAL  
wind dusty outflow 

At work: magnetic forces, radiative acceleration on resonance lines, radiation pressure  

≥0.1c 

from Gallagher& Everett 2007 



The End 


